Abstract-In order to learn and interact with humans, robots need understand actions and make use of language in social interactions. The use of language for the learning of actions has been emphasized by Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff introducing the idea of Acoustic Packaging [1] . Accordingly, it has been suggested that acoustic information, typically in the form of narration, overlaps with action sequences and provides infants with a bottom-up guide to attend to relevant events and to find structure within them. Following the promising results achieved by Brand & Tapscott for infants who packaged sequences together when acoustic narration was provided, in this paper, we make the first approach towards a computational model of the multimodal interplay of action and language in tutoring situations. For our purpose, we understand events as temporal intervals, which have to be segmented in both the visual and the acoustic signal in order to perform Acoustic Packaging. For the visual modality, we looked at the amount of motion over time via a motion history image based approach. The visual signal is segmented by detecting local minima in the amount of motion. For the acoustic modality, we used a phoneme recognizer, which currently segments the acoustic signal into speech and non-speech intervals. Our Acoustic Packaging algorithm merges the segments from both modalities based on temporal synchrony. First evaluation results show that Acoustic Packaging can provide a meaningful segmentation of tutoring behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Everyday human activities are complex and appear in a continuous action stream. Washing hands, for example, is embedded in going from somewhere to the bathroom, opening the door, turning the water on, touching a bar of soap, rubbing the hands under the water, turning the water off, and grasping the towel [2] . For adults, it is an easy task to decide which action sequences are meaningful and necessary for hand washing activity (like rubbing the hand under the water) and which not (like opening the door). But for a child or a socially interactive robot, it is a challenge to find out the appropriate interpretation of a sequence and to decide whether it belongs to the event or not. This decision requires an understanding of an activity and its individual sequences.
Children undertake their first steps towards the interpretation of action already very early in their development [3] , [4] . However, they do not have to solve the puzzle by their own effort. From recent research, we experience that children are supported in perceiving meaningful action components. Fig. 1 . A test subject demonstrating how to stack cups to an infant [8] .
According to the Intermodal Redundancy Hypothesis, information picked up by different senses can provide an important basis for perception of unitary events [5] . This means that child's senses pick up overlapping, redundant information for objects and events in the environment. While in the past, most developmental research regarded infant's single sense modality; current research emphasizes the role of sensory overlap in cognitive, social and emotional development. More specifically, Gogate and Bahrick show that when 7 months old infants were presented a syllable with a synchronous movement of the labeled objects, they could learn this syllable more easily and map it onto the presented object than their peers receiving an asynchronous presentation [6] . Gogate, Bahrick and Watson found that this synchrony of speech and movement seems to be especially beneficial for young infants [7] . The decrease in maternal use of temporal synchrony could be observed as being well timed with infants' increase of their lexical abilities starting at around 14 months.
The benefit of the temporal synchrony between speech and movement has been shown not only in learning novel wordreferent relations. The idea that the presence of a sound signal 978-1-4244-4118-1/09/$25.00 c 2009 IEEE might help infants to attend to particular units within the action stream was originally proposed and termed Acoustic Packaging by Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff [1] . Here, the argument was that children can use the Acoustic Packaging provided in the input to perceive a link between specific sounds and visual events, and thus to filter specific sequences as meaningful. The study by Brand and Tapscott pursued this idea experimentally and investigated whether acoustic input can influence infants' segmentation of action sequences [2] . 7.5 to 11.5 month-old infants were first familiarized with video sequences showing short action clips. The acoustic input coincided with portions of the action stream and thus "packaged" pairs of clips together. During the test, infants viewed packaged and nonpackaged pairs of actions side-by-side in silence. The results of the study showed that 9.5 month-olds looked longer at non-packaged action sequences. This suggests that acoustic input (i.e. narrations heard during familiarization) influenced the way of how infants perceive the action units [2] .
For a socially interactive robot, these results bear hope in solving the puzzle of how to interpret action sequences multimodally. The idea is that when a human teaches the robot for example how to wash hands, by hearing the accompanying speech the robot will be able to detect which sequences of the focused activity are relevant.
In this paper, we present a multimodal computational model of Acoustic Packaging as a support for action learning in robots. This model is intended to work within an existing robotic framework for bi-manual action learning.
Making use of information derived from parent-infant interactions is a relatively new approach and only few computational approaches exist that explicitly make use of characteristic tutoring behavior. In [9] it has been argued that visual saliency cues may help to detect structural information in parent-infant interaction. However, although tutoring behavior has been reported to affect many modalities, especially gesture and speech [7] , to our knowledge no model has been implemented that makes use of several modalities and their synchrony for detecting action structure in demonstrated actions. More standard approaches within the programming by demonstration paradigm (or imitation learning) tend to be based on one single modality derived from hand and object tracking [10] . Such movements are generally tracked either visually or by a sensor glove. Pardowitz et al. use visual cues related to the hand and object movements in order to derive a gestalt-based action segmentation [11] . Other approaches use different kinds of inherent movement structure and implicitly coded world knowledge in order to derive a meaningful action segmentation [12] , [13] .
In contrast, in social robotics more modalities are focused. In [14] verbal descriptions and lexical cues are used in addition to specific visual cues in order to derive a task hierarchy from a demonstrated action. However, again implicit knowledge about the action is used to derive an action segmentation. In general, the inherent synchronous characteristics of multimodal tutoring behavior tend to remain unexploited.
Yet, it has been shown in computational models that the detection of synchrony in different modalities can be a potentially powerful low-level approach to perform spatial and temporal segmentation [15] . More recently, it has been shown that differences between infant-and adult-directed interactions can even be found at a very low signal level [16] indicating that synchrony might be a useful cue for analyzing demonstrated actions in a tutoring scenario. However, a temporal model of how synchronous events that extend over time can be related is still lacking. This might be due to the fact that the temporal alignment of segments entails several very different problems: on the one hand, a segmentation in each modality has to be performed. On the other hand the segments need to be temporally aligned which is a non-trivial task.
In summary, the contribution of the presented work is, to make use of the synchrony between the visual and audio modality in order to detect temporal structure in actions that are demonstrated to children and robots.
II. OUR APPROACH TO ACOUSTIC PACKAGING
The development of such a computational model benefits from understanding the characteristic features of infant directed interactions. Brand et al. have been the first to report experimental evidence for modifications in the demonstration of action towards infants [17] . These manually coded modifications have been verified by automatic measurements of the velocity of hand movements, their roundness and pace, i.e. the relationship between the duration of a movement and the preceding pause [8] . Figure 1 shows an example from the corpus collected during this study. The results indicate that infant-directed actions have more pauses and are less round as compared to adult-directed actions. Similarly, the speech exhibits more pauses. Moreover, it has been found that speech and action segments tend to coincide more frequently in infant-directed interaction [18] . More recently, it has been shown that these characteristics of motionese are even stronger in interactions with a robot as compared to infant-directed interactions [19] .
In order to derive meaningful event segments (Acoustic Packages) it seems thus promising to use very simple features that are able to detect pauses in the speech and the vision (or rather motion) channel.
The development of robots, which are able to interact with humans in tutoring situations, requires methods to segment actions into meaningful parts. We transfer the concept of Acoustic Packaging from developmental research in order to create a software module that is able to fulfill two important tasks in human-robot tutoring situations. The first task is to deliver bottom-up segmentation hypotheses about the action presented. The second task is to form early learning units containing multimodal information. These units can further be processed by other modules that infer models about the actions currently presented. Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff describe a minimal and a maximal role Acoustic Packaging can take [1] . In the minimal role, Acoustic Packages are formed on repetition of an acoustic chunk in conjunction with a particular event. In their maximal role, Acoustic Packaging can fuse separate events into meaningful macroevents. Our approach aims towards the maximal role of Acoustic Packaging. 
A. Requirements
As a first step towards the development of a computational model of Acoustic Packaging the segmentation problem has to be solved. Since the model has to make use of at least one visual and one acoustic cue, a temporal segmentation for both cues is required. We address the visual and acoustic segmentation problem in section II-D and II-C.
A second problem is the temporal synchronization of these sensory cues. Hypotheses from audio and vision processing are typically generated neither at the same time nor in the same rate. Temporal synchrony itself can be considered as an amodal cue, which provides information about what segments should be packaged. A timestamp concept addresses the amodal property and is used in the Acoustic Packaging process in order to associate the different cues.
Another requirement concerns the architecture which should be extensible. The integration of additional cues or modules that perform further processing towards learning on the Acoustic Packages should be facilitated by the architecture. Since a socially interactive robot should give feedback during tutoring, the system should be online usable and able to cope with updating hypotheses. Another important aspect is the support for visualization and inspection of the involved cues and the resulting Acoustic Packages. It provides means for debugging and evaluating the Acoustic Packaging system.
B. System Overview
Our system for Acoustic Packaging proposed here consists of four modules (see Figure 2 ). These modules communicate events through a central memory, the so called Active Memory [20] . The Active Memory notifies components about event types they have subscribed to and is able to store these events persistently. It is thus an integration framework that supports a decoupled design of the participating modules facilitating integration of further processing modules. This addresses the requirement of extensibility.
All signal processing modules are connected to the Active Memory. The audio signal is processed using the ESMER-ALDA speech recognizer [21] , which is configured to use an acoustic model for monophoneme recognition. Phonotactics are modeled statistically via an n-gram model. The visual signal is processed with the help of a graphical plugin environment [22] .
C. Acoustic Segmentation
Based on the observation that infant-directed actions exhibit more, and more structured pauses, it seems appropriate to segment the acoustic signal simply into speech and non-speech (pause) segments. Yet in a relatively noisy environment such as the experimental setting, the separation of speech from nonspeech is a difficult task. Therefore, instead of simple voice activity detection, we used a more sophisticated approach: We defined an acoustic segment as speech framed by nonspeech. As a consequence, a continuous chain of phoneme hypotheses generated by the speech recognizer is considered as a speech segment. Our speech recognizer inserts phoneme hypotheses as well as the corresponding audio signal into the Active Memory. As the recognition process is incremental the hypotheses are continuously updated during processing of an utterance.
D. Visual Action Segmentation
Similar to the acoustic segmentation, we segment the visual signal into motion and motion-pauses. In our model, the visual signal is segmented into motion peaks where each peak ranges between two local minima in the amount of change in the visual signal. For example, if someone shows a cup, there is typically a motion minimum at the point where the cup is hold still or slowed down for a short moment. When the cup is accelerated again, on its way to be put on the table, a local maximum in the amount of motion can be observed. Another local minimum occurs when the cup is eventually put on the table. This observation is the motivation for our heuristic approach to segment actions into motion peaks.
This segmentation into motion peaks is technically realized by an approach based on motion history images [23] . The amount of motion is calculated per frame by summing up the motion history image (see Figure 3) . In the amount of motion local minima are detected with the help of a sliding window that is updated at each time step. If the value at the center of the window is smaller than the local neighborhood, a minimum is detected. Very small changes are considered as no motion and filtered out by applying a threshold. Small local peaks are suppressed by using a sufficient window size that is yet small enough to not affect human movements. Our current model considers the complete image when detecting local motion minima. It is therefore also sensitive to motion in the video that is not related to the demonstrated action, which -in a more focused approach -could be coped with by ignoring certain parts of the image. However, in this approach we chose to not use any prior knowledge with respect to space and content of visual information.
When a local minimum is detected then an event describing the motion peak between the previous and the current motion minimum is inserted into the Active Memory. The description contains the peaks' time interval and the frames at the minima from the beginning and end of the motion peak.
E. Temporal Association
As already pointed out as a requirement, both the motion peaks and the speech segments need to be temporally associated in order to form Acoustic Packages. Our temporal association module subscribes to events on the Active Memory and maintains a timeline for different types of time intervals. In our current version of the system motion peaks and speech segments are processed. When a new event arrives, the segment is aligned to the timeline. In the next step, the temporal relations to the segments on the other timeline are calculated for which a subset of the relations defined in [24] is used. When overlapping speech and motion segments are found on the timelines Acoustic Packages are created. In the case that motion segments overlap with two different speech segments, the one with the larger overlap is chosen (see Figure 4 for the association process). If hypotheses from the signal processing modules are updated (e.g. a speech segment is extended), the corresponding Acoustic Package is updated as well. The temporal association module has to process a large number of events. These events can either be new hypotheses or updates of existing hypotheses. Since our aim is to process these events online, this approach requires inserting and updating of incoming time intervals to be handled computationally efficient: Each incoming time interval has to be aligned to the timelines of the other modality. Furthermore, the module should allow asynchronicity between the incoming events of the different modalities. This, on the one hand, requires handling potential processing delays, on the other hand it eases debugging and offline processing. Since the hypotheses for each modality are generated in independent processes, the association module should not rely on the order of events. The strategy, which addresses these requirements is explained in the following.
Maintaining a structure, which preserves the order of time intervals is a central concept of the temporal association module. For example, the timeline for speech contains intervals with the hypotheses of the speech recognizer. Since intervals of a single timeline have the property of being sorted and do not overlap, the insertion point can easily be found by performing a binary search on the timeline. The same method is used when modalities are associated in the process of forming Acoustic Packages. In the case of an incoming speech interval, the insertion point of the speech interval in the motion timeline is determined. After that, the temporal relations of the speech interval to each interval in the local neighborhood in the motion timeline are calculated. Motion peaks overlapping with the speech intervals are associated to the same Acoustic Package as the speech interval or a new Acoustic Package is created. If a motion peak is already associated with an Acoustic Package, the motion peak is reassigned depending if it has a larger overlap with the current speech interval. In case of an incoming motion peak, the same procedure is applied. The insertion point of the motion peak in the speech timeline is determined, and the motion peak is associated to the Acoustic Package with the most overlapping speech interval. The construction and update of packages is mirrored into the Active Memory. This accords with the idea of an online usable system. The construction and update of packages is reflected into the Active Memory. This accords with the idea of an online usable system.
F. Visualization and Inspection
Since the temporal synchrony is one important cue for this system, tools are needed that analyze the Acoustic Packaging process and the temporal relations of the involved sensory cues. Figure 5 shows our visualization tool, which monitors events. Other processing modules communicate them to the Active Memory. The first plot displays the amount of motion over time. The second row shows the signal energy that gives an estimate about speech activity. The third row visualizes the hypotheses as time intervals coming from the acoustic segmentation, the visual action segmentation, and the temporal association module. More specifically, the first line displays the speech recognition results: The lighter areas mark nonspeech hypotheses like for example noise. The second line displays the temporal extensions of the motion peaks. The third line visualizes the results of the Acoustic Packaging module. Since the case is possible, that under certain conditions the temporal extensions of two neighboring Acoustic Packages overlap, only the range of motion peaks (which have been associated to one Acoustic Package) is visualized currently.
In fulfilling the requirement of support for visualization and inspection Figure 6 shows our inspection tool, which is able to query speech and motion peak hypotheses from the Active Memory. In conjunction with the tool for visualization of the cues ( Figure 5 ), it is possible to inspect hypotheses persistently stored in the Active Memory. The time intervals selected currently in both, the visual and the acoustic cues, are highlighted which enables inspection of their temporal relations. The inspection tool displays the frames at the beginning and the end of the selected motion peak. The speech segment can be replayed or resynthesized. This resynthesis uses the phoneme chain displayed in the bottom right corner. However it is a current topic of development. Taken together, these features of the inspection tool help to rate, optimize and debug the Acoustic Packaging system and its parameters.
III. EVALUATION
It is important to emphasize that our approach delivers bottom-up hypotheses for Acoustic Packages and does no high level classification about the semantics of the processed sequences. In a cognitive system, these obtained bottom-up hypotheses need to be further processed by learning modules. A robot that interacts frequently can verify and refine these hypotheses. Only then an evaluation of Acoustic Packaging within an interaction can be undertaken.
However, at this stage of development, an appropriate way to evaluate this system is to compare tutoring behavior in situations with children and adults. We therefore exposed our Acoustic Packaging system to the motionese corpus [8] analyzing the following hypotheses. Firstly, with reference to the research [8] , [2] it can be hypothesized that parents structure their actions more when interacting with their children. Therefore, we expect the Acoustic Packaging system to generate more packages in an adult-child condition than in an adult-adult condition. For our purpose we processed and compared 11 videos with adults demonstrating the stacking of cups towards children with 11 videos of the same adults demonstrating the same task to an adult (see Table III ). A paired t-test revealed a significant difference in the amount of Acoustic Packages between these groups: t = 3.618, df = 10, p = 0.005. This result strongly suggests that more Acoustic Packages can be found in an interaction towards a child.
Secondly another expectation is that adult-adult interaction is less structured when compared to adult-child interaction. Since adults perform their actions and narrations more fluently when interacting with each other, we expect a larger amount of motion segments per package compared to the adult-child condition. We tested this hypothesis applying a paired t-test on the ratio of motion peaks to Acoustic Packages in both conditions. We found a significant difference: t = 4.654, df = 10, p = 0.001. This result strongly suggests that more motion segments are packaged together in an interaction towards an adult. Table III shows the motion peak counts per subject.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a first computational approach towards modelling Acoustic Packaging for human-robot interaction in a tutoring scenario. Acoustic packaging has been observed as a means of communication that is used towards preverbal infants. In this communication, language functions as a signal that reinforces action demonstrations. Acoustic packaging assists infants in binding sequences of observed actions in order to form one meaningful unit. In the implemented approach, we use simple bottom-up cues to detect pauses in the signal streams of different modalities. The segments derived are then bound together based on their overlap relations. As we could show in the evaluation, this approach works on natural data. Our results show that when comparing the same subjects in two different conditions, significantly more Acoustic Packages were found in parent-infant interactions than in adult-adult interactions. In addition, the number of motion segments in the Acoustic Packages was significantly higher in adult-adult interactions than in parent-infant interactions. These results indicate that infant-directed interaction is more structured than adult-adult interactions, which is in line with previous findings.
Our implementation follows a modular concept and is capable of online processing multimodal input. The architecture facilitates the integration of further processing modules. In the here presented version, modules for acoustic segmentation, visual action segmentation and temporal association are implemented. A visualization and inspection module helps to debug and further optimize the system. As a whole, the systems capabilities fulfill the prerequisites necessary for being integrated in our robotic platforms.
We conclude that the presented approach is a solid basis for supporting action learning in human-robot interactions. On the one hand, the derived Acoustic Packages form multimodal units that can be used for further learning processes, such as simple mapping processes between words and objects or even more complex ones between words and movements. Therefore, one strand of our research aims at using Acoustic Packages for word and action learning in machine learning approaches and to explore their potential as a basis for a cognitive inspired representation. On the other hand, Acoustic Packages binding visual and acoustic information into a sequence promise to be a valuable resource for human-robot interaction in a tutoring scenario as they provide cues for a possible feedback. Recent research on human-robot interaction indicates that the feedback of a robot shapes the input of the teacher [19] . We therefore target at using Acoustic Packages as a basis for designing a feedback of a robot and to evaluate such feedback by analyzing reactions of a human tutor. By these two strands of research, we combine the areas of social interaction with learning architectures in order to strengthen our method towards solving the puzzle of how to interpret action sequences multimodally.
